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JUDGMENT OF DISMISSAL
Ken San Nicolas vs. Department of Agriculture
Grievance Appeal Case No.: 18-GRE14
BEFORE THE CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION OF GUAM

KEN SAN NICOLAS
Employee,

vs.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
Management.

GRIEVANCE APPEAL
CSC Case No: 18-GRE14

STIPULATION OF SETTLEMENT

To the Civil Service Commission of Guam and opposing Management Representative of record.

THIS STIPULATION OF SETTLEMENT AND AGREEMENT, is by and between KEN SAN NICOLAS (hereinafter “employees”) and the DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, (hereinafter referred to as “management”) as follows:

RECITALS

A. The Employees commenced substantially similar Grievance Appeals case no. 18-GRE14; in the Civil Service Commission; and,

B. In the interest of fairness and equity, the parties desire to enter into this Settlement Agreement (hereinafter “Agreement”) for this and all substantially similar pending matters in order to provide for certain arrangements in full settlement and discharge of the Appeals and Complaints in accordance with the terms and conditions set forth herein.

C. The terms and conditions of said Agreement shall become operative upon execution of this Agreement.

STIPULATION OF SETTLEMENT - 1
NOW THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the mutual promises set forth herein, the parties agree as follows:

1. **Purpose of Agreement.** Employee and Management acknowledge and agree that this Agreement is a Settlement and Compromise of the referenced matter. It is the intention of the parties by the execution of this Agreement to fully, finally and completely resolve all disputes between them regarding these matters, in the manner more specifically set forth in the terms of this Agreement that follow.

2. **Employee’s Obligation.**
   2.1 Employee agrees to accept Management’s responses set forth in exhibit 1 attached pertaining to his specific concerns set forth in exhibit 2 attached.
   2.2 Employee agrees to dismiss his grievance pursuant to the terms and conditions set forth in management’s referenced response in exhibit 1.

3. **Management’s Obligation.**
   3.1 Management agrees that it shall abide by the terms and obligations set forth in its response attached as exhibit 1 as it pertains to the concerns of the employee set forth in exhibit 2, also attached herewith.

4. **Performance Accepted.** The parties agree and acknowledges: (a) that it accepts performance of its obligations specified in this Agreement as a full and complete compromise of matters involving disputed issues; (b) that the negotiations for this settlement (including all statements, admissions or communications by the parties of their attorneys or representative shall not be considered by any of said parties; (c) and that no past or present wrong doing on the part of the parties shall be implied by such negotiations.

5. **Additional Documents.** All parties agree to cooperate fully and execute any and all supplementary documents and take all additional actions that may be necessary as appropriate to give full force and effect to the basic terms and intent of this Agreement within thirty (30) days of its effective date.

6. **Independent Advice of Counsel.** Each party represents and declares that it has received independent advice from its respective attorneys and representative with respect to the advisability of making the settlement provided for herein and with respect to the advisability of executing this Agreement. Each party further represents and declares that it has not relied upon any statement or representation by the other party or of any of its partners, agents,
employees, or attorneys in executing this Agreement or in making the settlement provided for herein, except as expressly provided for herein.

7. Voluntary Agreement. Each party represents and declares that it has carefully read this Agreement, that it knows the contents of this Agreement, and that it has signed the same freely and voluntarily.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement as of the date written by their respective names.

For Employee:  

Ken San Nicolas date: 12/11/18

For Management:  

Jessie B. Palican, Director (acting) date:
Responses to Written Complaint of Ken San Nicolas received 7/10/2018 by Russell K. Campbell, PhD

Numbered items in complaint:

1. Front Office: This incident is undated and not corroborated by the mention of any witnesses to statements made by anyone. It could have occurred when Carmelita Babauta, Program Coordinator IV was helping to manage the front office due to lack of other personnel, and Ken San Nicolas, as a Commodity Inspector I, was also expected to help cover the front office when necessary. This matter was resolved since Carmelita Babauta is no longer being called upon to assist by helping to manage the front office. With the hiring of Administrative Assistant Ruth Sakuma, that task was assigned to her.

2. Mom and Dad’s Medical Issue: I was told that Mr. San Nicolas needed to sign a document indicating he was going to be acting as a primary health care giver for his parent so that he could use that type of leave, and that this was a requirement of Dept. of Public Health and Dept. of Administration. It appeared to me that Ms. Babauta was trying to assist Mr. San Nicolas in being able to use this type of leave and qualify for it by signing the appropriate document. I did witness Mr. San Nicolas acting in an agitated manner in front of me while speaking to Ms. Babauta. I felt at the time that he nearly crossed the line into a threatening mode of behavior, but I did not write him up or pursue the matter because I could see it was a very emotional thing for him and involved his sick parents. This matter was resolved from the standpoint of management by transferring timekeeper duties to AA Ruth Sakuma.

3. Feb. 21, 2018: Other than the date of the accident itself, there are no dates given for any of these alleged conversations, demands or “harassments” by Ms. Babauta. There are also no corroborating witnesses names given. It has been common practice for us to try to help an injured or sick employee by sending a coworker to get their signature on a leave form if possible, to help make sure that the employee will be paid their paycheck on time. Certain documents must be signed and Doctor’s excuses received within a certain time frame for this to happen. I was told that Ms. Babauta, who at the time was performing the Division’s timekeeper functions with the direction of the Department’s ASO, was simply attempting to make sure that Mr. San Nicolas’ documents and timesheet were turned into the ASO on time, so that he would get his paycheck on time. This matter was resolved by transferring timekeeper duties to AA Ruth Sakuma.

4. Again, there is no corroboration of any statements made by either party and no witness names are mentioned that could be consulted for any further corroboration of statements made. This matter was resolved by transferring timekeeper duties to AA Ruth Sakuma.

5. Payroll Check: I have taken up this matter several times with the Department’s ASO, Antonia Santos, and learned that Mr. San Nicolas is the only employee in the Department who still receives a paper check. ASO Santos informed me that a special trip by a runner would not be made to ITC Building to pick up one employee’s check. I have authorized Mr. San Nicolas to go to ITC Building himself to pick up his check. As far as any involvement of Ms. Babauta in this matter, it was resolved by transferring timekeeper duties to AA Ruth Sakuma.

6. Minding other people’s conversation: Other than the part of this alleged incident which purportedly took place in front of “a consignee”, the rest is uncorroborated. This issue was resolved, to the extent possible by management, by putting AA Ruth Sakuma in charge of front desk operations.

Exhibit #1
7. April 2nd, 2018 Payroll Timesheet Discretion: More uncorroborated alleged conversations and allegations of time infractions by other unnamed personnel. This matter was resolved by transferring timekeeper duties to AA Ruth Sakuma.

8. This does not seem to be a complaint but rather an observation.

9. Friday April 6th, 2018...: More uncorroborated allegations of time infractions by other personnel. As far as any involvement of Ms. Babauta in this matter, it was resolved by transferring timekeeper duties to AA Ruth Sakuma.

10. Monday April 9th, 2018: More uncorroborated allegations of time infractions by other personnel. As far as any involvement of Ms. Babauta in this matter, it was resolved by transferring timekeeper duties to AA Ruth Sakuma.

11. This does not seem to be a complaint but rather an observation.

12. This does not seem to be a complaint but rather an observation.

13. May 18, 2018: Management cannot control the feelings or statements of all employees.

14. Female Workers: More uncorroborated allegations, but to the extent possible, this was resolved by putting AA Ruth Sakuma in charge of front desk operations.

15. 06/02/2018 Outside information: Uncorroborated hearsay, and management cannot control the statements of employees at all times and in all places.

16. Once again I checked on this with Department’s ASO and found that no other regular payroll checks are issued for employees in the Department of Agriculture; if an authorized runner is already going to the ITC Building for other matters they could pick up the paycheck or Mr. San Nicolas can pick up his own check. Recommend that Mr. San Nicolas coordinate with the proper Division’s runner on each payday morning to see if anyone is going down on that payday who can pick up his check for him and bring it back to the Department in Mangilao or drop it off at the Biosecurity Division Office in Tiyan. This would help eliminate the need for him to go down to ITC Building himself on paydays.

In Summary: It is obvious that Mr. San Nicolas and Ms. Babauta do not get along in the workplace. Management has attempted to resolve this by informing each of them to stay away from and have no interaction with the other. Ms. Babauta has been relieved of any supervisory role that would cause her to need to interact with Mr. San Nicolas. These include her former roles as managing the front desk and as the Division’s timekeeper. These changes by management are sufficient to have addressed any complaint listed, at least to the extent that management could possibly have any method to redress the issue.

Signed:
Carmen Babauta Program Coordinator IV: Harassment @ PIF Station towards Ken San Nicolas

1). Front Office: I was covering the front office due to lack of personnel. After lunch, I had informed Carmen Babauta that she would need to find somebody else to cover the front office because I had made previous arrangements to meet with my supervisor Patrick R. Artero at an inspection site should he call. She replied that I am going to remain at the front office to cover for the day. I replied back to her that I am just informing you of the situation and she snapped back saying “I AM TELLING YOU, THAT YOU ARE GOING TO STAY THERE!” I remained silent and later reported the issue to my supervisor in which he replied that he is my supervisor and not Carmen Babauta. She will not answer for me, if my supervisor were to write me up for not following his directions on the job site.

2). Mom and Dad’s Medical Issue: I had made arrangements and applied for leave more than 30 working days in advance and the leave had been approved by my supervisor, acting chief Dr. Campbell, and the Director. A week before flight date, Carmen approaches me and informs me that I would have to provide a medical certificate saying that I am the primary health giver. I replied to her that I am not the primary health giver and that is why there are nurses and doctors. I am only escorting my mother and father and to be by their side should they need anything. She then calls a woman from DOA Payroll and comes back to me saying that I may not be paid if I decide to take the leave and escort my parents. I replied to her can you show me where in the dept rules and regulations that state I have to be a primary health giver to be with my parents in the hospital. I told her that Family Leave Act supports my leave application and you cannot show me where that being a primary health care giver is stated in the regulations.

The next day she tells me that Cathy Diaz from DOA and Toni Santos from Dept. Of Agriculture are asking for a medical certificate stating I am a primary healthcare giver. I proceeded to DOA to question Cathy Diaz and I was shocked that she did not know what I was talking about. She did not even see a copy of my leave application. She could not show me any rule or regulation regarding my leave application. After, I proceeded to Dept. Of Agriculture to meet with Toni Santos who as well did not know what I was talking about with my leave application. Toni Santos had not even seen my leave application. Both women asked me who said that they were asking for this certificate and I replied Carmen Babauta. My question is how can they request for something if they never knew about it?

The next day, I confronted Carmen in front of Dr. Campbell to tell her to cancel my leave request because my father had paid 250.00 to change the passenger itinerary name to my brother’s name. She had a smirk on her face and then tried to act like the victim in front of Dr. Campbell and then I asked her why did you tell me that Cathy Diaz and Toni Santos were asking for this medical certificate when they never even knew that I had applied for the leave? She tried to rebuttal and I stopped her by saying you don’t tell me anything. You are not my boss and from now on anything you have to say to me should go thru my supervisor first. I walked away from the situation and reported the incident to my supervisor.

Exhibit #2
3). Feb. 21, 2018: I had been rear ended while in a stopped position at the northbound traffic light in front of Dept. of Motor Vehicles during my lunch time. I called my supervisor to report the incident and to say that I will be heading to the emergency room at GMH to be seen due to my back, neck, and shoulder pains. I will not be coming in and will use sick leave for the mean time. I will turn in a doctor’s note as soon as I can. Carmen Babauta was so insistent that I turn one in immediately that she hounded Mr. Artero to call me and request for medical excuse. She even went as far as to send a coworker to my house which I didn’t appreciate to ask me for an excuse. To comply with her silly request I provided a copy of my emergency room report from GMH. Due to the continuance of pain I decided to take the next week off from work. Once again, Carmen started to demand another doctor’s note from me and harassing my supervisor (Patrick R. Artero) to have me provide one. I informed him of when the next available date to see my primary physician was scheduled for and sent him a picture via personal cell phone to provide visual and physical documentation. The demands and harassment went on until I finally wrote an email addressing it to my supervisor and asking him to forward the email to the director, deputy director, Dr. Campbell, Toni Santos, and Carmen in which he did and also informed the director of the accident and issue. The Director then told my supervisor that he will look into the matter and take care of it.

4). I provided a doctor’s excuse for the time requested by Carmen and Dr. Campbell: I had my brother drive me to the PIF Station to turn in the medical note for my leave of absence and sign my payroll timesheet. I then filled out another leave form for another week of sick leave. When I approached Carmen with this leave form, she looked at it and then replied that I could not take another sick leave again. You are not allowed to use/request for consecutive leaves of absences. Something about rules and regulations to which I replied I can’t to work just yet due to my pains and pain medications prescribed by the doctor and I am going to take another week off. I walked out of her office and I informed my supervisor of the situation with Carmen once again.

5). Payroll Check: Up until now, I am still going to ITC Bldg every payday to pick up my personal paycheck. I had informed my supervisor about this and he as well had informed Dr. Campbell and Carmen about this situation. I had asked Carmen several times to sort out this problem by having the couriers from the main dept pick up the check. Her reply was that I am the only one who has a paper check. I asked her if anyone from the main department goes there to pick up any and all documents from DOA sections and she stated that she doesn’t know who is authorized to pick up checks and other documents. I later wrote an email to my supervisor, Dr. Campbell, Toni Santos, and Carmen stating that: Belmina Soliva, Noreen Evangelista, and Toni Santos are the three authorized couriers who may pick up checks from DOA check distribution counter. Until now, she has not assisted me with this complaint as time keeper/payroll.

6). Minding other people’s conversation: I was assisting a consignee with his permits one afternoon. In the middle of assisting him, we were joking about the lack of certain necessities for the jobsite such as receipt booklets, ink and paper for the printer. Carmen then takes it upon herself to enter our conversation and imply that it is all just a formality. The consignee jokingly says to me that the permits we are issuing out are just a formality. I laughed and said yeah, you don’t need these permits, they are just a formality. Carmen then interrupts our conversation and tells me to watch what I say and let’s be
more professional. The consignee and I were completely stumped by what she said. I even asked the consignee if we were even talking to her or did we even include her in our conversation at all, to which he replies NO and she should mind her business. After assisting the consignees with their permit requests, I approached Carmen to discuss what she had said to me earlier. I informed her that she interrupted a conversation that did not include her and that what she had said to me was offensive and belittled me in front of the consignee. I told her that she could have at least waited until there were no consignees around and we could have appropriately discussed this matter in her office. Told me to take a seat in which I replied that NO I am fine standing. She then stands up from her chair and walks me to her door and tells me to leave and then closes the door. I then informed my supervisor about the incident.

7). April 2nd, 2018 Payroll Timesheet Discretion: I was charged 2hrs for Monday March 26th, 2018. The first hour is for being late in which I do not dispute. The second hour is the one in question. I was in training that whole week with Michael Troy Brown from USDA. We had finished a little early that day and he released us until the next day. I stuck around the PIF Station a little longer and left shortly after 4pm. When I confronted Carmen about this time discretion, she said that she saw me leave before 4pm and that the other guys have noticed me leaving early as well. I asked her how they could see me when I had been on training the entire week before. She said she does not want to argue with me about it. If I want to contest it, write it down and send it in to Toni and DOA. I told her lets be straight then, if anybody else leaves here before 5pm I want to see their time pay docked as well. I asked her for a copy of my personal timesheet and she replied that I am not entitled to it because it was against rules and regulations. We argued about it and she replies to ask Dr. Campbell if I am allowed to receive a copy of my personal timesheet. So I proceed to Dr. Campbell’s office and I ask about getting a copy of my personal timesheet from Carmen and his reply was I don’t see why not. I then tell him that she told me that I wasn’t entitled to it. He says there is no problem with requesting for a copy of my personal timesheet. I go back to Carmen and relay what Dr. Campbell had said and she begins to change the discussion by replying I don’t have it. It is at Toni Santos’s office and if you want it, you can go ask her for it.

Later in the afternoon I asked a couple of the guys if they had ever left the PIF Station before 5pm last week or the week before. One individual replied we leave whenever Dr. Dulla says we can. I asked him does he ever let you guys go early like 4pm or 4:15pm or 4:30pm and he replied yes. I then asked had Carmen ever docked your payroll time for leaving early? His reply was no, our time has been regular and consistent. Why am I being docked then when Carmen is not even a supervisor for field operations? It is against rules and regulations. I have evidence of the other workers leaving early and still clocking out at 5:00pm everyday.
8). I was sitting outside with Joe Quinata in the parking area shelter having a smoke break. I noticed Carmen opened the side door and was looking towards the cars parked by the fence line. When she turned her head and looked towards the parking shelter she was caught off guard when she saw me and Joe Quinata looking at her and what she was doing. She stuttered for a moment trying to think of something to say and then said I am looking for Joe. I realized that she was looking outside to see if my car is parked in the parking lot or if I left already. I commented to Joe Quinata that she really has something against me for her to be even looking outside for my car instead of doing her work. Joe Quinata laughed and said Yeah, I don’t know why she is like that. She’s really after you man.

9). Friday April 6th, 2018 its payday and as usual I had to go to ITC to get my check. I was informed by Mrs. Alma that Jaythan Barnes also has a check there since 2 paydays back and was never picked up. Nobody informed Jaythan of his check being there nor picked it up and delivered it. I notified Jaythan about his check and that he would have to go there personally and request for it as they would not release it to me to deliver the check. I come back to the office and I work on the last bit of my reports for the day. I noticed my supervisor has not left the PIF Compound as usual at the end of each work day. I ask him why and he says that he is waiting for his son to exchange vehicles. So I follow him outside and noticed all four guys under Dr. Dulla and Carmen Babauta gone for the day before 4:30pm. I commented to my supervisor that she better dock their time to as well if she wants to be straight with me. I went inside to finish up and close our office, and I noticed only Dr. Dulla and Dr. Campbell remained in the building. Curiously I checked the sign in and out attendance sheet and saw that the guys had timed out at 5pm and not earlier. Why is she watching my time and not making things fair with these guys?

10). Monday April 9th, 2018 I was sitting outside having a smoke break with Cris Crisostomo under the parking lot shelter. Cris normally rides home with Joe Quinata but this day Joe did not report in to work. Cris needs a ride home so he asks Ed La Puebla if he can get a ride with him home. I don’t care who takes him home but when you leave before 4:30pm and not get docked pay that involves me. I noticed Cris Crisostomo had already timed himself out at 5pm but left the compound with Ed La Puebla before 4:30pm. Did Carmen dock his hours?

11). Tuesday April 10th, 2018 I was sitting with Cris Crisostomo outside under the parking lot shelter. We were talking about Joe Quinata not being in due to his mother being sick. I then notice Carmen coming around the front corner next to Dr. Poole’s staircase to his office and was looking down towards the fence line where I parked. I got ahold of Cris’s attention to check out what she is doing. She still didn’t notice us watching as she was so intent on looking at my usual parking area. When she turned and noticed Cris and I looking at her, she quickly turned away and looked at her car as if she needed something from her car. This is the second time I caught her with a different person.
12). I am sitting outside with Cris Crisostomo under the parking lot shelter. We were talking about things we need to do around the house and I noticed Carmen walk outside the front door. I get Cris Crisostomo attention and we watch her looking around the corner towards the area I had parked. She notices Cris and I both looking at her and what she is doing and she turns around quickly and walks towards her car and starts to inspect her car as if something happened. She then opens it up to get some items out and then goes back inside.

13). May 18th, 2018: I am traveling with my supervisor to the Guam Museum located in Agana. We are talking about the situations going on in our newly created division and he mentions to me what Carmen Babauta had told Dr. Campbell in regards to our complaint of the front office workers not wanting to assist nor prepare any of the phytosanitary certificates and the certificates of origin in which they are supposed to prepare before our inspections of the commodities. Her reply was that the female workers from the front office are intimidated and afraid of me and that is why they always walk out of the office. How can this be when they always ask me for help with customers, processing permits, drinks, food, cigarettes, and occasionally money for gas or other items. I feel this is an attack on my personal character.

14). Female Workers: It was brought to my attention as well as my supervisor’s attention that they (female office workers) were instructed by Program Coordinator IV Carmen Babauta to stay away from our office and not to be talking to either of us. Carmen does not want them to assist Mr. Artero and I in anyway. What is this childish game?

15). 06/02/2018 Outside Information: Carmen Babauta has been talking about me to people that are not employed by Dept. of Agriculture. They have mentioned to me that she talks bad about me and has made discriminating/profiling remarks about me and my weight. It was brought to my attention by a former coworker who says others know about it as well from word of mouth. It is public slander and a defamation of my personal character. If there was any information she needed, all she had to do is approach my previous supervisors. SHE IS NOT ENTITLED TO THAT INFORMATION. Why is she asking about me and telling other people about me. I thought I was done with my interview and successfully passed my government job probationary period of 6months. I completed my 40hr USDA collaborator training and I will soon be pinned as a Commodity Inspector I, Law Enforcement Officer under the Biosecurity Division. Why is she attacking my character now?

16). In one of my emails regarding complaints and paycheck issues, Carmen Babauta replies that she will do everything she can within our division to correct reoccurring problems. Last Friday which was a government payday, I had to go to the ITC building to pick up my own check. I was informed by the office clerk that a female personnel from the Dept. Of Agriculture had already came by and picked up all the payroll checks for the department. Why am I still being left out? What has Carmen done to resolve this issue? Dr. Campbell has approved my request to leave early to pick up my check on each government payday, but has also asked why I wouldn’t change my status to auto deposit to solve the situation. Why should I when I am not the only one who is receiving a payroll check and why isn’t it being picked up like the others?
In summary,

- I am tired of how Carmen Babauta is trying to micromanage and manipulate our division and its employees at her every whim.

- Her title of being a Program Coordinator IV has completely gone to her head. She believes that she is entitled to be the Director of the Plant Inspection Facility.

- She continually abuses her position of authority.

- She has single handedly created a horrible work environment that is both hostile and tense. In turn, it has tremendously brought down the moral of employees causing frustration and confusion.

- She has shown no progress in any of our personal requests for office materials, field materials, and personnel actions.

- She does however show great progress in minding everyone else's business and trying to sway them from their obligations thru deceit and unfulfilled promises.

*** From personal observations she is great at negativity and even worse at promoting positive vibes at the jobsite. I feel I am being harassed and Carmen Babauta is illegally using her position against me and others here at work. I am tired of feeling like I am under the gun and being watched thru a microscope.